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Israel tightens aviation security as hijacking suspected in Malaysia
flight disappearance

In-depth Analysis: Attack on Serena Hotel Kabul

Four gunmen passed through heavy security at the Serena Hotel in the

capital Kabul on Thursday evening, opening fire on guests and staff

and killing nine civilians, including four foreigners. Among the dead

were an Afghan journalist from the Agence France Presse agency who

was shot dead along with this wife and two children who were

celebrating the Persian New Year and a former Paraguayan diplomat

who had come to Afghanistan to observe next month’s elections. The

wounded also included a member of Afghanistan’s Parliament, Habib

Gul Afghan. All four gunmen were killed. The Serena has been

targeted before, most notably in 2008 when gunmen killed six people

in an attack focused on the hotel gym.

TSA confiscates perfume bottle shaped like grenade

As the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines flight 370 continues to baffle investigators and aviation experts,

Israel is tightening security standards for any flights that enter its aerial territory. With the strong

suspicions the plane was hijacked, Israeli security and aviation officials held meetings and produced a

series of evaluations in the past several days. One of the conclusions they reached is that foreign airlines

approaching Israeli airspace must identify themselves far earlier than was standard.

Taiwan Interior Minister inspects airport security 
Following the disappearance of a Malaysia Airlines plane,

inspection measures at Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport

must be raised to the highest level, Minister of the Interior

Chen Wei-jen said yesterday during an inspection of the

airport. Apart from providing quality service, all security

inspection operations at the airport must be raised to “the

standard of counter-terrorist operations in countries such as

the US and Israel,” he said.

One woman is making a stink after the Transportation Security

Administration confiscated her expensive bottle of designer perfume

at the airport because agents said it looked like a grenade.

Country music promoter and frequent traveler Lois Lewis was

stopped by TSA agents and investigated by a bomb expert at

Phoenix's Sky Harbor after trying to bring her 2-ounce bottle of

Jimmy Choo perfume in her carryon.
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Amanda Seyfried Accidentally Carries Knife On Plane, Alerts TSA

Amanda Seyfried boarded a plane on Friday, March 14, with a

knife in her pocket. Security didn't catch on to it and the actress

didn't realize it until she sat in her seat.

The 28-year-old then tweeted TSA with a message so these

scary situations won't repeat themselves (hopefully).

FBI: Jet passenger tried to fly with false name

A Delta Air Lines passenger is accused of flying from Atlanta to Birmingham in one person's 
name, then obtaining boarding passes in someone else's name for two more flights on United 
Airlines. Robert Quran Hick also is accused of twice trying to enter a secured area of 
Birmingham-Shuttlesworth International Airport by going up a downward escalator after 
arriving on the flight from Atlanta on Sunday. Hick was able to get a United Airlines 
representative at the Alabama airport to book him on two other flights with that airline to 
Chicago and Colorado Springs, FBI Special Agent Adam Hutzell wrote in a sworn affidavit.

Ultraviolet Explosive Detector For Better Airport Screening
Scientists at the University of Florida in Gainesville have developed

a new detection system that could improve safety in airports and on

flights without extra security lines. The detection system is the first

to use ultraviolet light to identify traces of dangerous explosives like

TNT. All bags that undergo TSA screening currently go through a

standard X-ray conveyor belt. Currently, security agents then

perform additional screening on about 5 percent of bags. This

additional step adds time on security lines for those selected for

additional screening, but subjects only a small percentage of bags

to additional scrutiny. The new technology works with the existing

X-ray conveyor belt, and is able to scan 100 percent of the luggage

for explosives without the extra step of removing them for further

inspection.

Pallet, belts spotted in Indian Ocean hunt for MH370
Australian officials said today that a wooden cargo pallet along with

belts or straps have been spotted in the remote Indian Ocean by

one of the aircraft deployed in the hunt for a missing Malaysian jet.

The objects were seen by a civilian aircraft assisting in the search

for Malaysia Airlines MH370 yesterday in what the Australian

Maritime Safety Authority confirmed was the "first visual sighting in

the search so far".

Serious gaps in aviation security, say experts
Security experts indicated that the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 has exposed serious 

security gaps and loopholes in the international aviation system that must be plugged. A big question, they 

said, was whether Malaysia alerted its neighbours when the jetliner vanished so that they could take 

precautions to protect themselves.
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